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Dwayne Bacon knows he could have been drafted. He also knows he could have been picked apart by NBA front 
offices. 
 
Bacon told reporters Tuesday he didn't want to leave anything to chance, and that's one of the reasons he chose to 
return to FSU for his sophomore season following a week of intrigue. 
 
Bacon posted on Twitter last week that he was declaring for the NBA Draft but would not hire an agent. On Monday, 
he tweeted he would come back to the Seminoles. 
 
"It was my decision. I knew if I would have went into the draft, I could just get drafted," Bacon said. "But I didn't 
want to settle for 'just' getting drafted. I feel like if I came back, I can get a lot better. My stock could maybe rise and 
we could go to the NCAA Tournament." 
 
The 6-foot-7, 221-pound Bacon averaged 15.8 points and 5.8 rebounds as a freshman. He shot 44.7 percent from the 
floor, but that statistic was bolstered by his ability to drive and score at the rim. He was a 28 percent shooter from 3-
point range.  
 
Bacon also was part of a team that struggled with defensive concepts, something which is typically a hallmark of 
Leonard Hamilton's teams. 
 
"I don't feel like anything will hurt me by coming back and playing another year," Bacon said. "I felt like we will get 
better and have a better chance of getting to the tournament." 
 
Bacon said he never filed any paperwork for the NBA and didn't speak with any agents. He just continued to work out 
and went to class.  
 
Bacon admitted he heard talk about him leaving for the NBA Draft during his freshman season, but he said that once 
FSU's season was over, he knew he was going to come back to school. 
 
When asked what he would like to improve upon, Bacon said, "everything." 
 
"I feel like that was another reason I didn't just want to enter the draft," he said. "I feel like I can get better at a lot of 
things. I don't want to enter the draft not good at this and then [NBA front offices] pick me apart on this. I want to go 
in fully established. 
 
"I can do a lot of things with the ball and on the court, but I can't do a lot of things with the ball and on the court." 
Bacon said he spoke with Hamilton about the expectations for next season. He recalled how Hamilton said he needs 
to become a leader. Some of those traits were on display Tuesday when Bacon spoke with reporters. 
 
Draft prospects aside, Bacon talked about wanting to make the NCAA Tournament and end FSU's four-year drought. 
"In the NBA, you've gotta mature," he said. "You can't go in as a freshman, with a freshman mind. I am looking to 
mature a lot and lead the team." 
 
Bacon said he met in person with Hamilton because he believed it to be the "responsible" move. 
His decision to stay gives the Seminoles a sense of relief. 
 
Guard Malik Beasley declared for the NBA Draft last week and said he would not change course as he plans to hire 
an agent. Beasley averaged 15.6 points and 5.3 rebounds, and he combined with Bacon to be one of the most prolific 
freshmen duos in ACC history. 
 



"Coming in as a freshman, I didn't think a freshman could be the leader, but that's false," Bacon said. "There were 
games I led. And games I where I sat back and didn't say anything." 
 
Bacon said playing in the NCAA Tournament was a big factor in his decision. 
 
"Nobody wants to leave college and not have a tournament appearance," he said. "I just think that's crazy. All good 
players, at least I think so, make the tournament and do big things." 
 
FSU could return at least nine players from the 2015-16 season while adding a recruiting class considered by many to 
be one of the top 10 groups in the nation. 
 
The centerpiece of the incoming class is five-star forward Jonathan Isaac. 
 
Bacon said FSU should have the talent to make the tournament next season but immediately added, "there was enough 
here last year to make the tournament." 
 
"We just didn't have it all together," he said. "I feel like with the people that's coming in, with the people that's coming 
back, we have a lot of talent. ... We've just gotta put it all together every game." 
 


